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surfaces.   This led to the improvement of the design of the
condensers of steam-engines.
This research was ended by the unfortunate affair of
18 61, and Joule did not do much research during the next
decade. '
Between 1852 and 1861 he made other interesting
researches besides those on the Thomson-Joule effect. In
1855 he suggested the now widely-used method of electric
welding. Owing to cost the first experiments were made
in Thomson's laboratory at Glasgow.
A bundle of iron wires was welded by surrounding them
with charcoal and transmitting a powerful current through
them. Joule followed this by welding "several steel wires
into one, uniting steel with brass, platina with iron,, and
cont. I doubt not but that in many instances the process
would advantageously supersede that of soldering. ..."
Between 1856 and 1859 he made experiments to confirm
his theory of shooting-stars. These arose in his general
studies, made in collaboration with Thomson, of the
thermal effects of fluids in motion. It is interesting to
note that the phenomena of the surface condensation of
steam and of shooting-stars are governed by the same
principles of fluid motion.
At the Aberdeen Meeting of the British Association in
1859 Joule described the effects of whirling thermometers
and thermo-electric junctions through the air. In the first
experiments the thermometers were simply whirled round
at the end of a string. This was sufficient to prove that
rapid whirling produced a higher rise of temperature than
slow whirling. The thermometers were more rapidly
whirled by attaching them to the spindle of a lathe. In
collaboration with Thomson he found that the temperature
rose proportional to the square of the velocity, and that the
velocity necessary to raise the temperature i° C. was 182
feet per second.
The thermo-electric junctions were connected with a
Thomson galvanometer. The readings showed that the
wires were raised i° C. in temperature when whirled at
175 feet per second.

